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Let’s connect!
Everything connected

Zombie IoT

RWS connected bridges

5 steps to connected design
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Everything connected

Alexa, is my laundry done?
Alexa, can you preheat the oven?
Alexa, send me my shopping list 
from the fridge
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Connected because…

► Keep up with competition

► Premium appearance

► Acquiring valuable data (profiles, debug)

► Technology is there
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This is all fine, but 

beware!
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Zombie IoT



What about reputation

Do not become a Zombie IoT device!

Zombie IoT

“Typically, a zombie is a home-based PC whose owner is unaware that the 

computer is being exploited by an external party.”

“The term originated in the West Indies, where a zombie is a will-less, 

automaton-like person who is said to have been revived from the dead and 

must now do the will of the living.”
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https://www.layer8ltd.co.uk/day-toaster-turned-iot-apocalypse/


►Connections everywhere

►Wild growth

►Standards

►Ever growing tech

►We need a good connected 

design!

TO SURVIVE:



RWS Connected Bridge
32-Bit ARM Cortex microcontroller

LiPo battery: Power consumption 

from 220 µA to 22 µA in sleep!

LoRa Microchip RN2483 Module
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Insight in status of all bridges

No Boat Jams: ”Blauwe golf

Rijkswaterstaat Connected Bridges
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Focus on the connected part of our solution

First element: functionality



RWS situation

► Solution must be separate from existing infrastructure

► No power supply

► Connect to existing RWS systems (think Flitsmeister apps)

► Tech choices: LoRa iso Sigfox (fits: low power & low data traffic)
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RWS situation

► Other tech to consider?

► Maybe power supply

steers technology?

► Not in this case

► Design for security 

and privacy!

► For RWS: checks

communication layers

► On the device: 

no debug modus, 

Physical access =! Data access
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5 steps to connected design
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Connected design

► Step 1: Reason for this connected 

design

► Step 2: Check surrounding or 

existing ecosystem, standards and 

protocols

► Step 3: What tech that is 

futureproof?

► Step 4: Impact on existing tech

► Step 5: Security and Privacy 

principles
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RWS Connected Bridge

► Insight in status of all bridges

”Blauwe Golf”

► Separate from existing 

infrastructure

No power supply

► LoRa

► None

► Physical access =! Data access


